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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

Protection devices in the MiCOM Px3x series are described in detail in the respective operating 
manuals as regards technical properties, functional characteristics, and proper handling during 
installation, connection, commissioning, and operation. However, the operating manuals do not 
provide information regarding the philosophy behind each specific product or the way in which 
the functional possibilities of a particular protection device can be used to handle special 
applications.  The present application guide is intended to close this gap.  

 

2222 Setting example Setting example Setting example Setting example –––– application data application data application data application data    

A setting example for the most important setting parameters is presented, based on the system 
data given below.  Because of the complex boundary conditions (network, operating conditions, 
etc.) this document can only serve as an example, i.e. no universally valid setting specifications 
can be derived from it. 
 
Given:  100 kV line per figure Figure 1 and the following system data:  

Positive-sequence impedance Z1 = 0.15 + j 0.39 Ω/km 

Zero-sequence impedance Z0 = 0.38 + j 1.29 Ω/km 

Current transformer transformation ratio 600/1A, 5P20, 30 VA 

Voltage transformer transformation ratio 100 kV/100 V  

Maximum load angle 30 degrees 

Minimum operating voltage 0.80 Vnom 

Minimum single-phase fault current 500 A (ISC,min,1p) 

Maximum load current 540 A 

Line section A-B 50 km 

Line section B-C 50 km 

Line section C-D 100 km 

Treatment of system neutral Low impedance grounded 

Phase sequence A – B – C (clockwise) 

Ground contact resistance RGC 20 Ω 

 

 
Figure 1   Network configuration for setting example 
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3333 General settingsGeneral settingsGeneral settingsGeneral settings    

3.13.13.13.1 Impedance tImpedance tImpedance tImpedance transfer ransfer ransfer ransfer ffffactor Factor Factor Factor Ftttt    

To determine the setting it is first necessary to convert the line’s primary parameters 
(impedances) from the primary side (Zp) to the secondary side (Zs) using the factor Ft: 

ptp
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100/100000
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===
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ratiotiontransformaCTactual
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The impedances are generally entered in ohm/phase as secondary values.  Since the secondary 
impedance is a function of the nominal transformer current (1 or 5 A), the latter value must be 
identical for the plant CT and the CT input of the protection  device. The nominal current of the 
CT inputs is settable (1A or 5A) as global parameter: 

Parameter/Global/ 010 003 MAIN:  Nominal current 

 

!
 

The impedance is generally set using secondary values.  The sequence of entries 
when using the PC operating program should be as follows:  
First set the nominal current value, then do the impedance settings. 

Otherwise, if an impedance of 2 Ω is first entered at Inom = 5 A and then the 
nominal current is changed to 1 A, then the impedance is automatically changed 

from 2 to 10 Ω, and vice versa. 

Example Settings: Nominal current = 1 A 

 
3.23.23.23.2 Ground fGround fGround fGround factoractoractoractor    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 036 DIST:  Angle kG         PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 037 DIST:  Abs. value kG    PS1 

The complex ground factor kG (sometimes also called zero-sequence compensation factor kO) 
takes into account the ratio of ground return impedance ZG (in a four-phase equivalent diagram) 

to phase impedance ZP.  It can also be calculated from positive-sequence line impedance and 

zero-sequence line impedance as follows: 
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With Z0 = R0 + j X0 : zero-sequence line impedance 

 ZL = RL + j XL : positive-sequence line impedance  
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Selected settings: Abs. value kG = 0.74 

Angle kG = +6° 

Notes: 
To determine the kG factor, use only the impedance of the protected line.   
The following applies to all cases:  the zero-sequence impedance Z0 can only be determined 
correctly by taking a measurement.  This measurement should be taken with nominal current if 
possible, since zero-sequence impedance involves a certain amount of current dependence in its 
imaginary part. 
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3.33.33.33.3 Current dynamic rangeCurrent dynamic rangeCurrent dynamic rangeCurrent dynamic range    

Parameter/Global/ 031 082 MAIN: Dynamic range I 

The phase currents can be measured using either the highest range (= 100 Inom) or sensitive 
range (= 25 Inom).  The range setting generally must be set according to the expected maximum 
short circuit current which has to be measured by the distance protection device. CT 
transformation ratio of course also matters.The sensitive range setting improves the accuracy of 
the measuring system. 

Base current settings I> and IN> are depending on the dynamic range. 

Example setting: Dynamic range I = highest range (default) 

 
Note:  
Distance protection (starting and distance measurement) use the neutral (or residual) current, 
internally calculated as sum of the 3 measured phase current. This is done, as neutral current CT 
input (T4) is tuned to be used for sensitive ground fault protection functions (like GFSC, GFDSS).  
For overcurrent protections DTOC and IDMT, it is settable, whether they use the measured or 
calculated neutral current, as required in the application. 
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4444 Distance Protection SettingsDistance Protection SettingsDistance Protection SettingsDistance Protection Settings    

4.14.14.14.1 Zone Zone Zone Zone ssssettingsettingsettingsettings    

The zone characteristics and the time grading are determined by the network given. 
A total of 6 impedance zones and 8 timer modules are available for time grading. Figure 2 shows 
the setting options. 
 

 
 

common settings:  

 Direction N1 
 Tripping time t1 

 

Figure 2:  Tripping characteristics and setting parameters 

 
 

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 Zone Zone Zone Zone ccccharacteristicharacteristicharacteristicharacteristic    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 040 DIST: Characteristic   PS1 

 
The MiCOM P43x distance protection devices have 2 selectable distance characteristics (per 
figure 2): 

• Polygon 

• Circle 

The circle is used in power systems, where old electro-mechanical relays are still in service which 
offer only this type of characteristic. It may also be favourable to use this characteristic when 
protecting short MV cables, where arc resistance is not a big problem. 

In HV and overhead line applications, today generally the polygon characteristic is used. The 
polygon could be adapted best to fit to the probable fault impedance area. 

Example setting: Characteristic = Polygon 
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4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 Zone Zone Zone Zone ddddirection and irection and irection and irection and ttttime gradingime gradingime gradingime grading    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 023 DIST: Direction N1 PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 024 DIST: Direction N2 PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 025 DIST: Direction N3 PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 026 DIST: Direction N4 PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 027 DIST: Direction N5 PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 132 DIST: Direction N6 PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 136 DIST: Direction N7 PS1 

 
Each impedance zone can be set by directions N1 to N6 for forward directional, backward 
directional or non-directional.  Timer module t7, which is not a function of impedance, can also be 
set for forward, backward or non-directional and can be used as directional (or non-directional) 
backup time (maximum operating time), for example.  Timer module t6 is not a function of 
direction nor of impedance and therefore acts as non-directional backup time. 

Zones which are not used (like zone 4...6 in this example) get blocked by the timer setting, 
t4...6 = blocked.   

For the example given in Figure 1, three impedance zones in the forward direction are required.  
In addition directional and non-directional backup is achieved by using so-called “end timer 
stages”.  Thus a time grading characteristic as shown in Figure 2 may get applied. 

 
 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 028 DIST: t1           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 029 DIST: t2           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 030 DIST: t3           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 031 DIST: t4           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 032 DIST: t5           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 033 DIST: t6           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 140 DIST: t7           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 144 DIST: t8           PS1 

 
For timer settings the time grading intervals are generally already specified by the overall time 
grading schedule.  The timer module settings must be based on the time tolerances of the 
protective devices, the breaker operate times and an additional safety margin.  In practice the 
grading time steps for static and numerical protective devices are about 0.3 to 0.4 s. 
 

 

Figure 3:  Time grading characteristic for the setting example 

Example settings: 

All zones forward  
(N4 to N6 not used / default) 

t1 = 0 s (instantaneous operation) 
t2 = 0.4 s 
t3 = 0.8 s 
t4 = blocked (not used / default) 
t5 = blocked (not used / default) 
t6 = blocked (not used / default) 
t7 = 1.2 s 
t8 = 2.0 s 
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4.1.34.1.34.1.34.1.3 P437 sP437 sP437 sP437 sppppecial ecial ecial ecial ssssettingsettingsettingsettings    

The following parameters, which are available with P437 only, have been implemented to make 
distance protection conform to specific application philosophies. 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 172 DIST  Meas. Start 1pG PS1 

 

Setting this parameter to „none“ blocks distance proctection for single phase to ground faults. 
This is used, where such type of fault is ‚traditionally’ subject to multi-step directional ground fault 
protection, to make P437 operate in the same way as still existing mechanical protection 
equipment. 

The more convenient setting is „PG loops“ in which case the distance is measured and zone 
decision is taken in the one faulty phase to ground loop. 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 176 DIST  Meas. Start 2pG PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 180 DIST  Meas. Start 3pG PS1 

 

For multi-phase to ground faults phase-phase and phase-ground loops could be evaluated.  
Phase-phase measurement is usually preferred, as it is immune against uncertainties of ground 
return path (no issue in calculating ground factor, no issue on measuring errors due to fault 
resistances, etc.). Therefore „PP loops“ are the generally recommended settings for both types of 
fault. 

In the case of double-circuit lines (parallel lines, operated in parallel), the preference for phase-
gound loops („PG loops“) is recommended. This allows correct tripping for a cross-country fault 
which is in the reverse direction on one phase but forward on another. Such cross-country faults 
are most likely on double-circuit lines as so called inter-system faults, i.e. faults involving one 
phase from each circuit, as sketched for an A-C-N fault below.  

For this example, all 4 distance relays will have a phase-phase-ground starting (2pG). By 
preferring phase-gound loops, only the red-marked phase-ground loops will give a zone Z1 or 
signalling aided Z1e based trip. This is basically a selective single-pole trip decision, so if single-
pole auto-reclosing is applied, there is also a chance to clear the fault without switching off the 
complete double-circuit line. Keeping overall one circuit in service significantly improves system 
stability. 

 

Figure 4:  Tripping characteristics and setting parameters 

Example settings: 

Always: DIST  Meas. Start 1pG PS1 = PG loops 

Single-circuit lines:   DIST  Meas. Start 2pG PS1 = DIST  Meas. Start 3pG PS1 = PP loops 

Double-circuit lines:  DIST  Meas. Start 2pG PS1 = DIST  Meas. Start 3pG PS1 = PG loops 
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4.1.44.1.44.1.44.1.4 Special zSpecial zSpecial zSpecial zone one one one 4 4 4 4 aaaapplicationspplicationspplicationspplications    

 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 000 DIST: Zone 4       PS1 

 
The MiCOM P43x distance protection devices have 6 impedance zones. 
With the exception of P437 the fourth zone can be used for special applications as follows: 

1: Normal  
Z4/N4/t4 is used as a normal time grading zone. 

2: 1p:Z1/t4(3p), otherwise Z1/t1 
Timer t4 is assigned to Zone 1 (N1/X1/t1).  If there is a fault within the first zone, a trip 
command is issued in general when t1 has elapsed.  In the case of single-phase fault a 3pole 
trip command is issued when t4 has elapsed. In this application, t4 > t1 must be set. 
All other settings of zone 4 (X4, R4P-P, R4,P-G and N4) have no function in this case.  

 The following settings are important when using the internal autroreclosing control, if the zone 
1 covers a mixed line/cable section. In this case only faults on the line section may result in an 
autoreclose cycle, while faults on the cable must be tripped definitely. X4 is used to 
discriminate between the two sections (X4 < X1). N4 and t4 are not used in this mode. 

3: Section cable-line 

X4 ≈ 1,2 Xcable  

4: Section line-cable 

X4 ≈ 0.85 Xline  

5: Compensation of bundle conductor effect 
Bundle conductor effect describes the fact that the wires in the bundle of overhead lines are 
contracted by the electrodynamic force of the short-circuit current. This may increase the line 
reactance by up to 30%. 
Due to the mass inertia of the wires, this effect does not affect instantaneous zone 1 tripping. 
But for faults at the end of zone 2 it may happen that the locus of the short-circuit impedance 
moves from zone 2 into zone 3 while timer t2 is running. Thus the fault would be cleared after 
t3 which may result in non-selective operations.  
To cover this effect, the P43x devices store the fault reactance measured after fault inception. 
If this reactance is smaller than X2 and if the fault reactance measured upon elapsing of timer 
t2 is less than X4 than the PD552 trips with t2. 

6: 1p:Z1/t4, otherwise Z1/t1 
Timer t4 is assigned to Zone 1 (N1/X1/t1).  If there is a fault within the first zone, a trip 
command is issued in the event of a single-phase fault when t4 elapses and in all other cases 
when t1 elapses.   
All other settings of zone 4 (X4, R4P-P, R4,P-G and N4) have no function in this case.  

Example setting: Zone 4 = Normal (not used / default) 
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4.1.54.1.54.1.54.1.5 Zone Zone Zone Zone reach (rreach (rreach (rreach (reactance eactance eactance eactance bbbboundary)oundary)oundary)oundary)    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 001 DIST: X1           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 002 DIST: X2           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 003 DIST: X3           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 004 DIST: X4           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 100 DIST: X5           PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 104 DIST: X6           PS1 

 
With a 15% safety margin (0.85) the following generally applies to a single-circuit line (for double-
circuit lines refer to section 4): 

X1 = 0.85 * XL.AB 

X2 = 0.85 * XL.AB + 0.85*0.85 * XL.BC 

X3 = 0.85 * XL.AB + 0.85*0.85 * XL.BC + 0.85*0.85*0.85 * XL.CD 

(XL.AB, XL.BC, XL.CD are the imaginary parts of secondary line impedances)  
 
In this example the following line impedance data are given: 
 

Section Length Primary Line Impedance 

 Zp 

Secondary Line Impedance  

Zs = Zp * Ft = Rn + jXn 

 [km] [Ω] [Ω] 

A-B 50 7.5 + j 19.5 4.5 + j 11.7 

B-C 50 7.5 + j 19.5 4.5 + j 11.7 

C-D 100 15 + j 39 9 + j 23.4 

Example settings: X1 =   9.95 Ω 

X2 = 18.4 Ω 

X3 = 32.8 Ω  

X4 = 40.0 Ω (not used / default)  

X5 = 50.0 Ω (not used / default) 

X6 = 60.0 Ω (not used / default) 

 
From Version -610, MiCOM P437 also allows independent zone reach setting for phase-ground 
loops.  In that case, the above listed reactances are used for phase-ground loops only, and are 
denoted as “PG”, e.g. “012.001 DIST  X1,PG  PS1” etc.  Additionally, Xn,PP settings are 

available: 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 002 076 DIST: X1,PP        PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 002 080 DIST: X2,PP        PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 002 084 DIST: X3,PP        PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 002 089 DIST: X4,PP        PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 002 093 DIST: X5,PP        PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 002 097 DIST: X6,PP        PS1 

 
Such separate reach settings could be used for special applications, such as taking care for 
mutual coupling if the residual current of the parallel line can’t be measured, or if coupling is not 
present along the complete line length (see more details in section 4). 

For this setting example, such specific features are not required and zone reaches could be set to 
the same value for phase-phase as for phase-ground loops. 
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Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 072 086 DIST: σ1 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 072 087 DIST: σ2 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 072 088 DIST: σ3 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 072 089 DIST: σ4 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 156 DIST: σ5 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 160 DIST: σ6 (Polygon) PS1 

 

The reactance reach could be tilted by a settable angle σ, effective right-hand side from the line 
impedance characteristic.  Such tilt could be used to cope the following conditions: 

• Taking into account of known angle errors of CT’s and VT’s. 

• Taking constant load into account 

Load flow on a transmission line requires a voltage drop along the line.  Assuming similar 
equivalent source impedances, the equivalent voltages have a phase difference to allow 
active power transport and a amplitude difference to allow reactive power transport.  
Especially the angle difference is important in case of a short-circuit and results in a phase-
difference of the partial short-circuit currents from both line ends. Because of this phase-
difference a fault resistance appears complex as per equation and sketch below. 
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Figure 5:  Influence of pre-fault load condition on measured fault impedance 

 

Example settings: σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = σ4 = σ5 = σ6 = 0° (not used / default). 
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4.1.64.1.64.1.64.1.6 Zone Zone Zone Zone rrrresistance esistance esistance esistance bbbboundaryoundaryoundaryoundary    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 013 DIST: α1 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 014 DIST: α2 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 015 DIST: α3 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 016 DIST: α4 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 124 DIST: α5 (Polygon) PS1 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 128 DIST: α6 (Polygon) PS1 

 

In order to obtain a constant backup in the R direction at any point in the line, the angle α should 
be adjusted to the respective line impedance angle ϕL. 

)(arctan
R

X
L =ϕ  

For the given line data we obtain the angle ϕL = 69° from the positive-sequence impedance Z1.  
As all 3 line sections are of the same type, angle settings for all zones are the same and equal to 
this line angle. 

Example settings: α1 = 69° 
α2 = 69° 
α3 = 69° 
α4 = α5 = α6 = 75° (not used / default). 

In a non-homogeneous line, i.e. where impedance per unit length varies with different line 
impedance angles over the section length, it is true that the desired backup in the R direction in 
the impedance area, obtained by setting Rn,P-P or Rn,P-G (see below), is always guaranteed or 
exceeded, so that the tripping zone determination always proceeds in the X direction across the 
polygonal area boundary.  This means that for all faults involving arcs, ground contact 
resistances, etc., the measured fault impedance may never lie to the right of the polygonal area 

boundary on the side in the R direction.  Thus the angles αn must be set for their respective zones 
such that for every point on the straight line of the line in the analyzed section there is always a 
horizontal distance of at least Rn,P-P (with phase-to-phase faults) or Rn,P-G (with phase-to-ground 
faults) from the right edge of the respective zone’s polygonal area. 

If the line impedance angle is smaller than the minimum setting (40°), for example in cable 

sections, then 40° is set and Rn,P-P and Rn,P-G (see below) are increased such that the desired 
horizontal distance Rn,P-P or Rn,P-G is still obtained for the end point of the line section in question. 

The R settings must therefore be increased by R∆, which is calculated as follows: 

o40tantan

XnXn
R

L

−=∆ ϕ
 with   Xn:  reactance of the respective zone 

 

 
Figure 6:  Angle setting in the case of varying line impedance angles 

 
Figure 7:  Angle setting for cables were ϕL < 40° 
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Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 006 DIST: R1,PP       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 008 DIST: R2,PP       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 010 DIST: R3,PP       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 012 DIST: R4,PP       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 112 DIST: R5,PP       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 120 DIST: R6,PP       PS1 

 

In the settings R1,PP to R3,PP (phase-to-phase fault) the effect of arc resistance must be 
considered.  The arc resistance can be calculated using the following empirical equation: 

[ ]
[ ] t

SC

arc FS
AI

mL
R ⋅⋅

⋅
=

min,

1800  with: L: arc length in m 
ISC,min:  minimum short circuit current 
S: safety factor = 2 to 4 
Ft: transfer factor (primary to secondary) 

In this example, with an arc length of 1 m and a safety factor of 2.5, we get: 

Ω=⋅⋅
⋅

= 4.56.05.2
500

11800
arcR  

Although the arc resistance applies to the measuring loop and thus only half is included in the 
distance measurement, the full amount can nonetheless be considered for the impedance setting.  
The resulting value can generally be used for all subsequent zones, i.e. 

Example settings: R1,PP = 5.40 Ω 

R2,PP = 5.40 Ω 

R3,PP = 5.40 Ω  

R4,PP = 40.0 Ω (not used / default)  

R5,PP = 50.0 Ω (not used / default) 

R6,PP = 60.0 Ω (not used / default). 

 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 005 DIST: R1,PG       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 007 DIST: R2,PG       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 009 DIST: R3,PG       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 011 DIST: R4,PG       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 108 DIST: R5,PG       PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 116 DIST: R6,PG       PS1 

 

When setting the phase-ground resistances it is necessary to consider not only the arc resistance 
Rarc but also in some cases the ground contact resistances and tower resistances. Typically 

values in the range of 5 to 50 Ω (primary) are considered  This additional resistance RFG is given 

here as 20 Ω.   

Therefore a total of 20 Ω * Ft = 12 Ω must be added for the phase-to-ground loop (yielding a total 

of 5.40 Ω + 12 Ω = 17.4 Ω). 

Example settings: R1,PP = 17.4 Ω 

R2,PP = 17.4 Ω 

R3,PP = 17.4 Ω  

R4,PP = 40.0 Ω (not used / default)  

R5,PP = 40.0 Ω (not used / default) 

R6,PP = 40.0 Ω (not used / default). 
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Note: 
As a general recommendation, Rn,PG and Rn,PP should not exceed 8

.
Xn with respect to the 

measurement accuracy, because the influence of angle measuring inaccuracy on the relative error 
of the reactance is increasing for small angles.  For a small angle, even a small angle error results 
in a relatively big error of measured reactance. This endangers selectivity, as the reactance is the 
measure for the fault distance.  

A similar condition exists for angles δ close to 90°, i.e. a ratio Xn > 8
.
Rn,PG (8

.
Rn,PP). Yet this is 

not critical, as it yields to inaccuracy in measuring the fault resistance, which is anyway no very 
strict boundary of the zone. 

Xn

Rn,PG

X

R

45°

n: 1 … 6

Err{X} ~ sin( ) ~  (for small )

 
Figure 8:  Dependency of reactance error on angle measurement accuracy 
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4.1.74.1.74.1.74.1.7 Zone Zone Zone Zone 1 e1 e1 e1 extension xtension xtension xtension ffffactorsactorsactorsactors    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 034 DIST: kze,PG HSR   PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 035 DIST: kze,PP HSR   PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 046 DIST: kze,PG TDR   PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 047 DIST: kze,PP TDR   PS1 

 

Zone 1 could be extended by several internal functions (such as SOTF, PSIG, ARC) or from 
external device (via binary input or communication interfaces like InterMiCOM, GOOSE) in order 
to cover the complete protected line. There is just one exception along with the 2

nd
 set of zone 

extension factors to allow a different reach for so-called Time-Delayed Reclosing (TDR) 
applications.  

To achieve complete coverage of the protected line, the extended zone should reach up to 120% 
of the line reactance, i.e.  

 
1

11 20.120.1
X

X
kXXkX L

zeLzee ⋅=⇒⋅=⋅=  

So with a typical setting of X1 = 0.85 
.
 XL  the setting is kze = 1.20/0.85 = 1.41. 

Factors are settable differently for phase-ground and phase-phase loops, mainly to consider 
(higher) uncertainties in ground impedances and ground factor settings, to compensate mutual 
coupling effects (if not using the P437 with mutual compensation feature), or in general to allow 
bigger resistive extension for high-impedance single-phase to ground faults. 

Note, that zone extension is applied to both, reactive and resistive reach of the polygonal zone. 

Example settings: kze,PG HSR = 1.41  
 kze,PP HSR = 1.41 
 kze,PG TDR = 1.41  
 kze,PP TDR = 1.41 
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4.24.24.24.2 Fault Detection LogicFault Detection LogicFault Detection LogicFault Detection Logic    

The fault detection logic consists of four subsystems: 

• underimpedance starting Xfw, Rfw,P-G, Rfw,P-P, ß, Zfw,P-G, Zfw,P-P, Zbw/Zfw 

• undervoltage starting V<, I> 

• overcurrent starting I>> 

• zero-sequence starting VN-G>, IN>, tIN> 

 

 

Overcurrent and undervoltage detection

0.5

1

I / Inom0

V<

I> 1

Load area

I>>

Settable parameters:

     Overcurrent I>>

     Undervoltage U<

     Minimum current I>

Vnom(/ 3)

V

 

X

70°

Xfw
Rfw,PGRfw,PP

Zfw,PG

Zfw,PP

Zf
w

Zb
w

Underimpedance detection

          Load area

R

Settable parameters:

     Reactance Xfw

     Resistances Rfw,PP and Rfw,PG

     Impedances Zfw,PP and Zfw,PG

     Load angle

     Zone reach ratio Zbw/Zfw

     Minimum current I>

fw = forward

bw = backward

PP = phase to phase loop

PG = phase to ground loop  

Figure 9:  Starting Characteristics° 

The sole function of zero-sequence fault detection element is to differentiate between faults with 
or without ground contact and (together with phase-fault decisions) to select the optimal loop for 
which the distance has to be measured.  The other three subsystems are loop-selectively locked 
with respect to one another.  
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4.34.34.34.3 General Settings General Settings General Settings General Settings ----    Impact of starpoint groundingImpact of starpoint groundingImpact of starpoint groundingImpact of starpoint grounding    

Parameter/Main functions/ 010 048 MAIN: Neutral-point treat. 

MiCOM P43x distance protection devices can be used in all power systems, whatever the 
neutral-point treatment is. The following settings are possible for covering the different neutral-
point connections: 

1: Low impedance grounding 

2: Isolated or resonant-grounded with starting PG: 
Used for high sensitive detection of cross-country faults.  However, care must be taken that 
zero-sequence threshold IN> never is exceeded in case of single phase to ground faults 
(which do not require automatic tripping in isolated or resonant-grounded systems, see also 
the IN> setting), since otherwise tripping will occur through phase-to-ground measuring 
systems enabling (e.g. strong off-resonance setting of the ground-fault neutralizer) when there 
is a ground fault.   
This operating mode is also required for double fault measurement on branch circuits, if 
permitted by IN>. 

  

A

B

I
SC

I
SC

   

Figure 10:  Double fault on branch circuits 

The overcurrent fault detection function 
alone cannot detect this fault as a double 
fault (A detects fault A-N and B detects 
fault C-N), so that in this case both lines are 
tripped.  With operating mode 2, on the 
other hand, the cross-country fault as 
shown in figure 6 can be detected as such 
by undervoltage (or underimpedance) fault 
detection elements. However, the IN> and 
VN-G> settings must be made so that both 
thresholds operate (see also the IN> and 
V,N-G> settings). 
 

3: Isolated or resonant-grounded without starting PG 

4: Short-time grounding 
Same as operating mode 2 except that when there is a ground fault the timer module tIN> 
elapses by way of  
VN-G>>.  With the subsequent short-time grounding the ground fault is changed to a single-
phase fault that can then be cleared instantaneously (no waiting time tIN> as with operating 
mode 2). 

Example setting: Neutral-point treatment = Low impedance grounding 

 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 001 249 MAIN: Ground starting  PS1 

This setting is only used in low-impedance grounded systems (setting setting “neutral point 
treatment”, address 010 048). 

It allows the user to determine, whether the detection of VNG and IN thresholds are linked as 
“OR” (normal/default setting) or “AND”. The latter reduces the sensitivity of neutral starting, which 
could be favourable in meshed high-voltage cable systems with small distances. 

Example setting: Ground starting  = IN> OR VNG>  (default) 
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Parameter/Main functions/ 010 040 MAIN: Transfer for 1p     

In case of single-pole phase fault without pick-up of the neutral fault detectors (which may 
happen e.g. in the case of a high impedance ground fault or in case of a 2p fault with 
superimposed load current if only I>> is used) a decision must be made as to which measuring 
loop will be selected: 

1: Ground transfer, i.e. with phase fault A the measuring loop A-N is selected (classical method) 
or 

2: Phase or ground transfer as a function of the maximum or minimum phase current. 
Whether a single-phase or double-phase fault is involved is determined from the ratio of 
phase currents.  When IP,max/IP,med >.1.5, then a decision is made for selecting the neutral 
starting, since from the current ratios one can deduce a single-phase fault.  When IP,max/IP,med 
<. 1.5 the line carrying the medium current is selected (2p fault).  By selecting the medium 
current the correct phase (leading or trailing) is always chosen. 

Because of its higher selectivity, mode 2 should be selected unless other reasons argue against 
it. 

Example setting: Transfer for 1p = phase or ground depending on IP,max/IP,med 
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4.44.44.44.4 OOOOvercurrvercurrvercurrvercurrent ent ent ent SSSStartingtartingtartingtarting    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 10 54 DIST: I>>         PS1 

Overcurrent detection can be used as a parallel technique to ensure fast starting for heavy 
current faults.  Should any current exceed this setting, then for that phase a fault is present either 
internal or external to the protected line. 

The I>> setting must be higher than the maximum load current IP,max.  Usually this results in 
setting I>> = 1.2 to 1.4*IP,max.  One should also keep in mind that with parallel lines a temporary 
increase in the current is possible during high-speed reclosure (HSR) on one of the two lines, for 

example.  In this case I>> must be set to approximately 2.4 to 2.8∗IP,max. 

)2.1(
max

>⋅=>> factorsafety
ratiotiontransformaCTactual

currentload
I  

Example setting: I>> = 540A / 600 A * 1.2 = 1.08 Inom 

 

For single-phase faults it is sufficient if the phase current exceeds the set overcurrent threshold 
operate value.  If currents above the set threshold operate value flow in more than one phase, 
overcurrent pick-up is signaled in the phase having the maximum current IP,max.  However, in the 
other phases overcurrent pick-up is indicated only when the respective currents are greater than 
2/3

 . 
IP,max.  With respect to double-phase faults without ground contact or three-phase faults, this 

is of no importance, since the two or the three phase currents have always the same magnitude.  
In the case of a single-phase fault, on the other hand, overcurrent pick-up could be difficult, 
depending on the distribution of the residual current.  A complicated condition is shown in the 
figure below.  But even in this case correct fault detection is carried out due to the 2/3 exclusion.  
This measure permits the necessary selectivity, especially with regard to single-pole HSR. 

 
Figure 11:  Distribution of currents with phase-phase and a single-phase-ground fault 
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4.54.54.54.5 Undervoltage SUndervoltage SUndervoltage SUndervoltage Startingtartingtartingtarting    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 067 DIST: Operat. mode V<  PS1 

Undervoltage is a very useful means of detecting that a particular phase is involved in the fault.  
Any phase which has a fault applied will experience a decrease in the line voltage, while on 
unfaulted phase(s) the voltage will remain unchanged (and possibly even increase due to neutral 
displacement).  For this reason, it is recommended that V< fault detection is always enabled - for 
phase-phase and phase-ground (earth) fault types. 

Example setting: Operat. mode V<  PS1  =  With V< start. PG,PP 

 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 068 DIST: I> (Ibl) high r. PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 119 DIST: I> (Ibl) sens. r.PS1 

The base current I> enables the measurement systems for undervoltage and underimpedance 
fault detection (V< and Z<) and must therefore be set lower than the minimum short-circuit 
current ISC,min (ISC,min,1p with low impedance grounding or  ISC,min,2p in resonant-grounded systems). 

)6.03.0(
.min

tofactorsafety
ratiotiontransformaCTactual

currentcircuitshort
I ⋅

−
=>  

Example setting: I> (Ibl) high r. PS1 = 500A / 600 A * 0.3 = 0.25 Inom 
I> (Ibl) sens.r. PS 1 = 0.20 Inom (not used / default) 

 
 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 069 DIST: V<    PS1 

The undervoltage fault detection function measures the phase quantities VA-B, VB-C, VC-A and the 
phase-to-ground voltages VA-N, VB-N, VC-N.  The measurement decisions for the phase-to-ground 
voltages are only passed on, however, if there is a zero-sequence pick-up and the phase-to-
ground measurement systems are enabled (see neutral point treatment, address 10 48).  In order 
for fault detection to occur due to undervoltage element, the base current I> must be exceeded at 
the same time.  Since I> is also exceeded in normal load operation, V< must be set so that the 
following applies: 

• in normal operation the system voltage will never fall below the V< value (not even any brief 
collapses as short as 1 period, for example),  

and 

• when there are two-phase short-line faults the non-affected phase-to-phase voltages will 
not fall below the set V< value.  

With respect to the first point it is generally sufficient to set V< approximately 10 to 15 % below 
the lowest minimum operating voltage. 

With respect to the two-phase short-line fault, the voltages also collapse in the non-affected 

linked loops to √3/2*Vop,min.  Therefore the V< setting selected must be lower than 0.866*Vop,min. 

Taking both points into account we obtain the following as the setting recommendation for V<: 

min,min, )78.069.0(
2

3
)9.08.0( opop VVV ⋅−=⋅⋅−=<  

Example setting: V< = 0.78
 . 
Vop,min = 0.62 Vnom 
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4.64.64.64.6 Underimpedance SUnderimpedance SUnderimpedance SUnderimpedance Startingtartingtartingtarting    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 066 DIST: Operat. mode Z<  PS1 

Depending on the source impedance and fault resistance, there will be certain fault types for 
which the undervoltage or overcurrent detectors will not operate.  These faults do not collapse 
the voltage < 70%, and the fault current is maybe close to that of load current.  Therefore, a 
shaped underimpedance characteristic, using phase angle to discriminate between load and 
fault, is used.   

For overhead transmission line protection in solidly or impedance grounded power systems, it is 
generally necessary to enable Z< fault detection - for phase-phase and phase-ground fault types. 

Example setting: Operat. mode Z<  PS1  =  With Z< start. PG,PP 

Note: 
Underimpedance starting uses a dedicated impedance calculation algorithm, which is tuned to 
operate faster, but slightly less accurate, than the impedance calculation for distance decision. 

 

4.6.14.6.14.6.14.6.1 Underimpedance calculation for PG loopsUnderimpedance calculation for PG loopsUnderimpedance calculation for PG loopsUnderimpedance calculation for PG loops    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 025 093 DIST: Z evaluation  PS1 

Because of “apparent” impedances (sometimes called “ghost-impedances”), special  care has to 
taken for single-phase-to-ground faults. For this fault type, there is the danger that during a 
ground fault the impedances calculated in the healthy phase-to-ground loops could get into the 
underimpedance starting zone.  These apparent impedances (sometimes called “ghost-
impedances”) are caused by the residual current IN, if the impedances are calculated using the 
equation as generally applied for phase-ground faulted loop: 

 
NIkI

V
Z

GP

GP
GP ⋅+

= −
−

 

kG describes the complex ratio between ground return impedance and line impedance.  The 
factor kG*IN also enters into calculation of the phase-to-ground impedances of the healthy phases, 
however, and thus brings about a reduction and phase-shift in measured impedance.  If such 
calculated ZP-G falls into the underimpedance zone in any healthy phase, then further distance 
evaluation could be carried out with wrong loops, resulting in false tripping time and/or 3-pole 
tripping instead of 1-pole tripping. The latter issue will for sure affect P430C/P433/P435/P439 so 
that a single-phase ARC (auto-reclosing control) is no longer possible because of the fact that the 
trip command is then multi-phase.   

In this case selectivity can be improved by calculating the impedances of the phase-to-ground 
loops as follows: 

 
P

GP
GP

I

V
Z

⋅
= −

−
2

 

In case of kG = 1 (which is close to typical values of overhead lines) and IN = IP (i.e. no current in  
healthy phases) the result of both equations is identical, i.e. the result of starting condition in the 
faulty loop is not endangered. But in the healthy phase-gound loops just half the load impedance 
is measured, which has to be considered in the setting of the reach of the circular part of the 
underimpedance starting characteristic (see setting „Zfw,PG“ below). 

Example setting: Z evaluation = VPG/(2*IP) 
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4.6.24.6.24.6.24.6.2 SSSStarting ztarting ztarting ztarting zone one one one reach (reactance boundary)reach (reactance boundary)reach (reactance boundary)reach (reactance boundary)    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 050 DIST: X,fw        PS1 

To derive a reference value for the setting it is possible to begin first with assuming a reach of 150 
to 200% of the farest forward reaching zone. In this example zone 3 is the largest zone and Xfw 

should be set to approximately 1.5 to 2∗X3.  This setting applies to a network without 
intermediate infeeds.  If, for example, there is an intermediate incoming feeder in busbar B, as 
shown in Figure 7, the result if there are faults outside the first zone (external faults) is a virtual 
shift in measured impedance in the ratio of the short-circuit currents IA and IB. 

 
Figure 12:  Time grading with intermediate infeed 

The measurement voltage at the installation location of the distance protection device is obtained 
as: 

BCBABA ZIIAZIV *)(* ++=A  

With this value we obtain the impedance measured in station A as 

BC

A

B
BCAB

A

A
Z

I

I
ZZ

I

V
Zmeas *)( ++==  

 
Because of the intermediate infeed the fault location is calibrated too far by the component 
(IB/IA)*ZBC.  Since this virtual displacement is a function only of the ratio of the short-circuit 
currents, it is not always possible to obtain the necessary fault detection reach in every case.  An 
intermediate infeed does not mean that a second infeed must be present.  The intermediate 
infeed effect also happens in radial networks and parallel lines, as the following figure shows. 
 

 
Figure 13   Increase in impedance due to intermediate infeed in parallel lines 

 
 
 
 

2,

1,

1,

AB

BCAB

BCABmeas

Z

ZZ
ZZZ

∗
++=  

 

Here one should note that a starting setting that takes intermediate infeed into account is not 
possible in every case (for example: no load masking by angle ß possible and Xfw is below the 
minimum operating impedance). 

In this example, Xfw setting could be done using the zone 3 reach as follows:  

Xfw = 1.5* X3 =  49.2 Ω 
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The setting for Xfw should be checked with reference to the following limit values: 

� The Xfw setting may only be higher than the minimum operating impedance if a delimitation of 
the load range via the angle ß (address 010 063) is possible.  If this is not possible, as in the 
case of reactive-power transport, then the Xfw setting must be below Zop,min.  The minimum 
operating impedance is obtained as 

 

Ω=
⋅

=
⋅

= 3.51

1/600

540
3

80

max3

.min
min,

A

V

currentload

voltageoperating
Zop  

 
The condition Xfw < Zop,min is satisfied when 49.2 < 51.3.  However, this is not absolutely 
necessary because of possible load masking. 
 

� Limits from the V-I diagram 
Underimpedance starting is only effective within the hatched area due to the other starting 
types (I>>, I>, V<).  Settings higher than Xmax or lower than Xmin therefore do not make much 
sense.  The limit points Xmax and Xmin are then obtained as follows: 
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Figure 14:   Minimum and maximum settings for underimpedance starting 

 

 When   Xmin < Xfw < Xmax = 33.1 < 49.2 < 230.9    

then Xfw is within the limits given by Xmax and Xmin.  
 

Thus Xfw = 49.2 Ω can be used as the final setting. 
 

Example setting: X,fw  PS1 = 49.2 Ω 
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4.6.34.6.34.6.34.6.3 Starting zStarting zStarting zStarting zone one one one resistive boundaryresistive boundaryresistive boundaryresistive boundary    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 051 DIST: Rfw,PG    PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 052 DIST: Rfw,PP    PS1 

Setting approximately 50% to 100% above the largest forward zone R3 PG and R3 PP 
respectively. 

Example setting: Rfw,PG  PS1 = 1.5 ∗ R3,PG  PS1 = 26.1 Ω 

Rfw,PP  PS1 = 1.5 ∗ R3,PP  PS1 = 8.1 Ω 

 
4.6.44.6.44.6.44.6.4 Load blinder angleLoad blinder angleLoad blinder angleLoad blinder angle    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 063 DIST: ß           PS1 

The angle ß is used to mask a load range in the underimpedance fault detection zone.  ß should 

be set to be approximately 10° greater than the maximum load angle.  The ß setting must be at 

least 10° below the line impedance angle, since otherwise underimpedance fault detection is 
practically inactive.  If a ß setting is not possible, for example, because of reactive-power 

transport, then ß can be set to the minimum value (15°) In this case, however, Rfw,PP and Rfw,PG 

must be set lower than the load impedance (Vop,min/(√3∗IP,max). 

In this example, ß is set between maximum load angle (30°) and line impedance angle (83.4°). 

Example setting: ß  PS1 = 55° 

 
4.6.54.6.54.6.54.6.5 Starting zStarting zStarting zStarting zone one one one circular impedance  boundarycircular impedance  boundarycircular impedance  boundarycircular impedance  boundary    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 101 DIST: Zfw,PG    PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 105 DIST: Zfw,PP    PS1 

These settings give an additional circular characteristic within the load angle area. It could be 
used to detect close faults with high fault resistance (e.g. arcing faults on GIS busbars). It must 
be used if overcurrent and undervoltage fault detectors are not enabled.  

The setting value is determined by the maximum fault resistance for close faults (e.g. Zfw,PG = 
1.5 * R1,PG). The setting value is limited by the minimum load impedance, typical setting is <80% 
of ZLoad,min.  

Note, that the PG reach (only) must be reduced to <40% of ZLoad,min, if the impedance is 
calculated using 2*IP (see Setting Z evaluation). This is just a re-scaling which does not reduce 
the actual sensitivity of the underimpedance starting. 

Using the values of this setting example we get the following:  

1,5 * R1,PG = 26.1 Ω 

1.5 * R1,PP = 8.1 Ω 

Which are both clearly below the minimum load impedance of  

Ω=
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Example setting: Zfw,PG  PS1 = 26.1 Ω 

Zfw,PP  PS1 = 8.1 Ω 
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4.6.64.6.64.6.64.6.6 Starting zStarting zStarting zStarting zone one one one backward reachbackward reachbackward reachbackward reach    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 053 DIST: Z,bw/Z,fw   PS1 

This setting serves to limit the reach of underimpedance fault detection in the backward direction.  
The following points must be kept in mind: 

� Time grading characteristic having a zone(s) in the backward direction (e.g. back-up 
protection of transformer).  Here the same observations apply that were already made 
regarding the setting of underimpedance detection zone in forward direction. 

� When using protective signaling or teleprotection (“blocking” mode) a fault in the backward 
direction must also be reliably detected if it is within the overreach zone of the protective 
device.  In this case Zbw/Zfw must be set at 1.0. 

If no limitations exist, the ratio of "backward reach" to "forward reach" should be set to 
approximately 0.5 (empirical value).  In ring operation, i.e., with predominantly single-end infeed, a 
value < 0.5 should be set. 

Example setting: Z,bw/Z,fw = 0.5 (default)  
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4.6.74.6.74.6.74.6.7 ZeroZeroZeroZero----sequence Ssequence Ssequence Ssequence Startingtartingtartingtarting    

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 055 DIST: IN> high range PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 123 DIST: IN> sens. range PS1 

IN> is used together with VN-G> to detect ground faults.  In impedance-grounded systems the two 

signals are (normally – this is now also settable) linked by an OR operation, and in resonant-
grounded or isolated-neutral systems they are linked by an AND operation.  In order for the 
impedance measuring system to properly measure a ground fault, the fault detection logic must 
first determine that a ground fault exists by the fact that IN> AND/OR VN-G> is exceeded. 

� Impedance grounding: 
In this case IN> must be set lower than the short-circuit current that flows when there is a 

single-phase ground fault (approximately 0.4*ISC,min,1p).  

� Resonant-grounded, isolated-neutral or short-time grounding: 
Depending on the type of neutral-point treatment (address 010 048), the following must be 
considered: 

� Address 010 048 = 2: With starting PG 
This type of starting is used for more sensitive measurement of cross-country faults due to 
the additional evaluation of the phase-to-ground loops.  When there is a ground fault the 
threshold operate value IN> must never be exceeded since in this case the ground fault is 

detected as a single-phase fault.  (For this purpose I> must also be exceeded).  Here the 
installation location of the distance protection relative to the Petersen coil is the determining 
factor, as shown in the following figure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15:   
Ground-fault current distribution  
in a resonant-grounded system 

 The diagram of current distribution in the zero phase-sequence system with a ground fault 
shows that although the capacitive ground-fault current is compensated or neutralized at the 
fault location by the inductive neutralizer current, the full inductive neutralizer current is still 
present at the infeed in the form of residual current IN (or IL/2 in the outgoing feeders).  
Therefore if it is not possible to set IN> higher than IL, no phase-ground fault detection should 
be permitted by setting neutral-point treatment. 

� Address 010 048 = 3: without starting PG 
This type of fault detection is the normal case for resonant-grounded networks in the event 
that more sensitive measurement of double ground faults is not required.  The threshold 
operate value for IN> can generally be set to approximately 0.2 to 0.5 times the value for 

overcurrent starting I>>. 

� Address 010 048 = 4: Short-time grounding 
This corresponds to mode 2 (with starting PG).  Special feature: the timer tIN> elapses after 

the start of a ground fault (by VN-G>>) so that with subsequent short-time grounding a 

possible trip command or a non-delayed start (tIN>) will follow.  The threshold operate value 

for IN> can generally be set to 0.2 to 0.5 times the value for overcurrent threshold I>>. 

Example setting: IN> high range = 0.25 Inom 
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Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 057 DIST: tIN>        PS1 

The main purpose of this timer is to prevent unwanted ground fault starting in cases of isolated or 
Petersen coil compensated systems, i.e. if neutral-point treatment setting is 2 to 4 (address 
010 048).  This timer then is started by IN>. The purpose of this timer is to prevent neutral fault 

detector from operation due to the high transient currents at the inception of a ground fault in 
isolated or compensated systems.  Empirical values have shown that a setting of 50 ms is 
normally sufficient (in larger networks possibly up to 100 ms).   

With the neutral-point treatment referred to as "short-time grounding” the timer module tIN> is 

also started with VNG>> so that no delay is active during subsequent short-time grounding. 

With low impedance grounding this parameter is used for a different purpose: If there is a single-
phase overcurrent starting, then the decision to either accomplish it by a 2

nd
 phase-starting (with 

Imed) or with neutral starting (depending on setting MAIN: Transfer for 1p (address 010 040) is 
delayed for this timer tIN>, to make sure that this transfer is not done too early.  

Example setting: tIN> = 0.020 s 

 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 056 DIST: VNG>      PS1 

VN-G> is used together with IN> to detect ground faults.  In impedance-grounded systems the two 

signals are linked by an OR relation and in resonant-grounded or in isolated-neutral systems they 
are linked by an AND operation (see address 010 048). 

� Low impedance grounding 
In this case VNG> must be set as low as possible, but still definitely above the normal 

background noise level in normal operation (e.g. due to network asymmetries).  Depending on 
the distribution of the grounding points VNG> may offer the only possibility for detecting the 

fact that a ground fault exists, as the following example/figure shows: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16:  Zero-sequence starting by VNG> 

in an impedance-grounded system 

The distance protection device in A only detects that a ground fault exists because of the 
neutral displacement voltage VNG (ground current IN in A is zero!).  The neutral displacement 

voltage VNG that exists in this case can be calculated from the minimum short-circuit current 

(ISC,min,1p) and the zero-sequence impedance of the transformer in B. 

pSCSGSGN IkZV 1min,,,,1min, )31( ⋅⋅+⋅=−   

with Z1,S = positive-sequence impedance of the source or supply system 
 kG,S = ground factor of the source 
 ISC,min,1p = minimum single-phase short-circuit current 

� System with resonant-grounding or isolated neutral or short-time grounding 
Because of the AND relation of IN and VNG, VNG> can be set at a value that is also below the 

normal neutral-point displacement (resonance point).  Since in the case of a cross-country 
fault, for example, a current IN> does not in itself bring about operation of start N due to the 

AND operation, VNG> must be set so low that operation of VNG> is also guaranteed in the 

event of a cross-country fault. 

Example setting: VNG> = 0.03 Vnom 
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Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 062 DIST: VNG>>     PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 061 DIST: tV,N-G>>    PS1 

 
The threshold operate value VNG>> for the neutral-displacement voltage is used for the ground-
fault indication in isolated-neutral or resonant-grounded system. 

)5.12.1(
max,

−⋅=>>
−

−
nom

GN
GN

V

V
V   with  VNG,max = maximum resonance voltage 

but at least 0.25 Vnom. 

The timer tVNG>> delays the ground-fault signal, with the intention to suppress transient 
phenomena.  For this purpose a timer setting of approximately 0.2 to 0.5 s is generally sufficient. 

Both settings are not relevant in low impedance grounded systems. 

Example setting: VNG>> = 0.50 Vnom  (not used / default) 
tVNG>> = 1.000 s   (not used / default) 

 
 
4.74.74.74.7 Reach of Fault Detection LogicReach of Fault Detection LogicReach of Fault Detection LogicReach of Fault Detection Logic    

The fault detection function involves “underimpedance fault detection”, which is not a function of 
source impedance, as well as source-impedance-dependent “overcurrent” and “undervoltage” 
fault detection elements.  The reaches of the various elements will be shown below as a function 
of the source impedance, on the basis of the settings determined for the individual fault detection 
elements.  For the purpose of simplification the following boundary conditions are assumed: 

• All calculated impedances are referred to the secondary side.  

• For simplification purposes only the imaginary part of impedance is considered.  

• No intermediate infeed!  

 

In Figure 15 the line reactance is plotted on the abscissa and the source impedance on the 
ordinate.  The maximum possible source impedance can be calculated from the minimum short-
circuit current.  From the given minimum short-circuit current ISC,min,1p we obtain the maximum 
source impedance converted for the secondary side: 

Ω=
⋅

⋅=⋅
⋅

⋅= 2.766.0
5003

100
1.1

3
1.1

1min,,

secmax,,

A

kV
F

I

nom
V

X t

pSC

S  

The total line length (sections A-D) yields a reactance of 11.7 + 11.7 + 23.4 = 46.8 Ω on the 
secondary side. 

Using these two characteristic data (total line and maximum source impedance) we obtain the 
hatched area shown in Figure 15.  Faults along the entire line length always lie within this hatched 
area as a function of source impedance XS.  Starting must therefore cover this zone. 
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� Underimpedance fault detection element: 
Underimpedance fault detection reach Xfw is not a function of source impedance. It is shown 
in Figure 12 as a broken line. 

� Overcurrent fault detection element: 

The characteristic of overcurrent fault detection I>> is a straight line having a slope of -45°.   

Point � is obtained for XS �0:   

Ω=
⋅

=
>>⋅

= 4.53
08.13

100

3
)1(

A

V

I

V
X nom  

 
Similarly it follows that for point � with I>:    

Ω=
⋅

=
>⋅

= 9.230
25.03

100

3
)4(

A

V

I

V
X nom  

 

� Undervoltage fault detection element: 
Points � and� are obtained as 

 Ω=
⋅

=
>⋅

<
= 2.143

25.03

62

3
)3(

A

V

I

V
X  
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Figure 17:  Reaches of the individual starting elements 
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5555 Complex transmission line protectionComplex transmission line protectionComplex transmission line protectionComplex transmission line protection    

5.15.15.15.1 General considerations for parallel linesGeneral considerations for parallel linesGeneral considerations for parallel linesGeneral considerations for parallel lines    

In many applications the above mutual compensation method could not get applied, either  

• because the relatively simple model of “double-circuit lines” does not apply (examples 
sketched below).  In such cases mutual coupling compensation could not be set up in the 
above described way.  

  
 Lines are in parallel only for a part of the track 

 
3-ended lines are partly or completely in parallel 

 18   Complex transmission lines 

• because of difficulties in implementing it on site (e.g. required cross-bay CT wiring 
increases the risk of defects and makes commissioning and testing more difficult). 

In such cases the common approach is to set the distance protection as if protecting a single-
circuit overhead line. This of course leads to measurement errors, as described for a double-
circuit line application below.  Such errors then have to be considered when determining the zone 
reach settings.  

The below list of cases (A-D) shows impedance calculation results that are obtained under 
idealized assumptions such as  

• ideal double-circuit line, where each circuit is fully described by its self-impedances, mutual 
coupling is present in zero-sequence system only. 
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⋅
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Example line data 
(ohmic resistances neglected):   

XL0 = 4 XL1, 

XLm = 0.5 XL0 = 2 XL1 

kG = 1 

kG,par = 0.67 

 

• Infeeding source on both ends are symmetrical, starpoint grounding is on one end only. 

• Distance protection relay is set with no mutual coupling compensation, i.e. the impedance 
calculation uses the single-circuit ground factor kG only. 

• In order to apply complex mathematics, steady-state fault conditions are considered. 
Where of course states as case (B) may only be present for a short duration during the 
(cascading) fault clearance process. 

For each example the complex formula for calculating the measured (apparent) impedance for a 
phase to ground fault at the remote end of the protected line is given.  Additionally the reactance 
errors are mentioned for the above given typical line data. Note that these numbers are just 
mentioned to get a “feeling” for the potential errors.  In each application case, individual 
calculation of such errors has to be done. 
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As could be seen from these examples, feeding and starpoint grounding conditions have a 
significant impact on the measured impedance, but still could get quite well estimated for double-
circuit lines. For more complex line protection applications a dedicated careful case study needs 
to be done to determine the proper distance protection settings. 
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Example:  Zmeas = 1.33 ZL1  ⇒ error = +33% 

 (A)  Both circuits in parallel operation.  
Fault fed from local end only, therefore equal phase and neutral currents on both circuits. 
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Example:  Zmeas = 0.67 ZL1  ⇒ error = -33% 

 (B)  Both circuits in parallel operation, but faulty line at remote end already opened (faster trip).  
Fault fed from remote end only, therefore now phase and neutral currents of both circuits in opposite 
direction. 
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Example:  Zmeas = 1.50 ZL1  ⇒ error = +50% 

 (C)  Both circuits in parallel operation.  
Fault fed from remote end only, but starpoint grounding at local end only (extreme condition), 
therefore same magnitude and direction of neutral currents of both circuits, no positive or negative 
sequence currents flowing on the circuits. 
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Example:  Zmeas = 0.83 ZL1  ⇒ error = -17% 

 (D)  Parallel circuit switched off and grounded on both ends, therefore carrying a neutral current flowing in 
opposite direction to the neutral current of the protected circuit. Fault fed from local end only.  

 

As a general effect we could observe, that 

• If the neutral current on the parallel circuit flows in opposite direction, the measured 
impedance is smaller than the line positive-sequence impedance (negative error) – the fault 
is seen more narrow, the distance protection tends to overreach.  

• If the neutral current on the parallel circuit flows in the same direction, the measured 
impedance is bigger than the line positive-sequence impedance (positive error) – the fault is 
seen more far away, the distance protection tends to underreach.  
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The mismatch between the actual line (it’s circuit configuration, impedance data, topology) and 
the line model used in distance relay impedance calculation needs to be considered in the 
distance zone settings. Thereby the general rules are quite simple. 

• Zone Z1 must underreach for any fault on the protected circuit to secure selectivity.  

• Extended zone Z1e must overreach, i.e. any ground-fault on the protected circuit must be 
seen in zone 1e.   
The necessity of zone extension depends on the protective signalling scheme used (its 
application is generally recommended for double-circuit or multi-ended lines). 

• Zone Z2 must also overreach and operate for any fault on the protected circuit. 
The determination of the minimum Z2 reach is basically equal to the Z1e reach. It could lead 
to difficulties (and require engineers decision) if the adjacent remote line is short, as it then 
could result in overlapping with the zone Z2 of the upstream protection. 

These rules apply for any kind of fault, and hence for both phase-phase and phase-ground 
measuring loops. But as mutual coupling or more generally uncertainites about zero-sequence 
impedances are present for ground-faults only, it are phase-ground loops only that are difficult to 
set. Phase-phase reach settings are normally not critical and could be set as for normal single-
ciruit lines.  

MiCOM P437 provides separate reach settings for phase-phase and phase-ground loops. With 
this feature, it is possible, to keep the reach for phase-phase faults at the normal level of 85% of 
the line reactance, and to adjust the reach for phase-ground loops only. 
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5.25.25.25.2 General recommendations for doubleGeneral recommendations for doubleGeneral recommendations for doubleGeneral recommendations for double----circuit linescircuit linescircuit linescircuit lines    

For double-circuit lines, we could give the following recommendations, if mutual compensation is 
not applied: 

• Set ground factor according to the single-circuit self impedances:  

• Set underimpedance starting method to:  
 
to avoid false startings due to ghost impedances (refer to section 4.6.1)  

• With P437, set distance protection loop preferences to phase-ground loops:  
(refer to section 4.1.3)  

012.172 DIST   Meas. start. 1pG PS1 =  PG loops             

012.176 DIST   Meas. start. 2pG PS1 =  PG loops             

012.180 DIST   Meas. start. 3pG PS1 =  PG loops             

• Set zone Z1 to underreach: 

012.001 DIST   X1,PG (polygon)  PS1  = 0.60 XAB  (= 60% of circuit self-reactance) 

Cases with negative measuring error (examples (B) and (D) above) are relevant to determine the right 
zone reach as portion of the line positive sequence impedance. 

002.076 DIST   X1,PP (polygon)  PS1  = 0.85 XAB  (= 85% of circuit self-reactance) 

• Set extended zone Z1e to overreach:  

The extension factors are multipliers of the actual zone Z1 reach, therefore they have to compensate 
the actual underreach of zone Z1 (which is only a fraction of the line impedaance) and the potential 
increase of the measured fault impedance due to coupling from parallel circuit. 
Commonly used is a safety margin of 20%, i.e. the extended zone reach has to be 1.20 times the 
maximum possible impedance measured for any fault on the protected circuit. 

012.034 DIST   kze,PG HSR       PS1  = 3.00           (= 1.20 
.
 1.50 XAB / 0.60 XAB) 

Cases with positive measuring error (examples (A) and (C) above) are relevant to determine the right 
zone reach in multiples of the line positive sequence impedance. 

012.035 DIST   kze,PP HSR       PS1  = 1.40           (= 1.20 XAB / 0.85 XAB) 
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• Set zone Z2 to overreach:  

Setting depends on the reactance of the shortest adjacent line BC. 

012.002 DIST   X2,PG (polygon)  PS1  =  

(a)  1.2
 . 
1.33 XAB = 1.60 XAB    

as minimum to cover any fault on the protected circuit, independent from the switching state of 
the parallel circuit #2; worst case is if circuit #2 is in parallel operation. 

(b)  0.85 (0.83 XAB + 0.85 XBC)  

as permissible maximum to coordinate with upstream distance protection (and to provide 
maximum back up protection for adjacent line); worst case is if circuit #2 is switched off and 
grounded on both ends. 

Generally, system grounding conditions need to be considered, too! 
If the value (b) is smaller than (a) {which means: XBC < 1.23 XAB} selectivity could not be secured if the 
parallel circuit is switched off and grounded on both ends.  This risk is either to be accepted by 
operation, or excluded by avoiding such switching state. 

002.080 DIST   X2,PP (polygon)  PS1  =  

(a)  1.20 XAB     

as minimum to cover any fault on the protected circuit. As mutual coupling does not affect 
measurement, this requirement is independent from the switching state of the parallel circuit #2. 

 (b)  0.85 (XAB + 0.85 XBC)  

as permissible maximum to coordinate with upstream distance protection (and to provide 
maximum back up protection for adjacent line) ,if circuit #2 is switched off. 

Again, potential unselectivity has to be accepted if the value (b) is smaller than (a) {which means: 
XBC < 0.41 XAB}, but this is far less restrictive than for phase-ground faults, and usually of no problem. 

As for long adjacent lines BC the zone Z2 reach limit is determined by the condition that the parallel 
circuit is switched off (and grounded on both ends), the actual zone Z2 reach in the “normal” case of 
both circuits switched in parallel is quite limited: it covers only a relatively small part of the adjacent 
line BC. Thus back-up protection (in case of a failure of the BC line main protection at B) is limited 
and may operate with a further zone Z3 and higher time delay only. For this reason local back-up 
protection of line BC at B should be considered. 

Protective signaling scheme application should be set up to enable fast fault clearance for faults at the 
remote line end.  The choice of the scheme is up to the characteristics of the signalling channel and the user 
preference. 
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5.35.35.35.3 Mutual coupling compensation for doubleMutual coupling compensation for doubleMutual coupling compensation for doubleMutual coupling compensation for double----circuit linescircuit linescircuit linescircuit lines    

This feature is only available with MiCOM P437 and P432!  It may be individually enabled for 
distance protection as well as for fault data acquisition: 
 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 025 095 DIST:  Zero-s.curr.comp PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 025 096 FT_DA: Zero-s.curr.comp.PS1 

 
In the case of double-circuit or parallel lines that are connected electrically on both ends, the 
effect of zero-sequence current flowing on the parallel healthy circuit must be considered when 
there are ground faults.  The mutual compensation feature accordingly affects only the 
impedance calculation of phase-ground loops.   

In order to use mutual compensation the zero-sequence current of the parallel line must be 
measured using dedicated CT input.  The following figure shows the basic modelling of double 
circuit lines with mutual coupling impedance ZLm as well as the connection of the CT inputs. 
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19   CT connection for mutual coupling compensation 

 
The determination of the faulty system thereby is done by comparing the neutral currents of both 
lines. Ideally, the neutral current of the faulty line is higher than the neutral current of the parallel 
healthy line. But due to unsymmetries of the line and measuring errors, this condition may not be 
true for faults at the remote line end. Therefore practically mutual compensation may only be 
applied, if the neutral current of the protected line is sufficiently higher than the current of the 
parallel line. Usually for this decision a safety margin of 30% is applied, i.e. a setting kpar = 0,7. 
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Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 025 097 MAIN: kpar              PS1 

 
The impedance calculation then is processed based on the actual ratio of neutral current of the 
parallel line IN,par to the neutral current of the protected lin IN according to the following formula: 
 

IFIFIFIF 
parNNpar IIk ,>⋅  THENTHENTHENTHEN  apply mutual compensation: 
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meas

IkIkI

V
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,, ⋅+⋅+
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 ELSEELSEELSEELSE don’t apply mutual compensation: 
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⋅+
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Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 048 DIST: kG,par angle      PS1 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 012 049 DIST: kG,par abs.val.   PS1 

 
The mutual compensation factor kG,par is to be determined as follows: 
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Where ZLm = mutual zero-sequence coupling impedance 
 ZL1 = positive-sequence line impedance 

 

For double-circuit lines, we could give the following recommendations, if mutual compensation is 
applied: 

• Set ground factor according to the single-circuit self impedances:  

• Set mutual compensation factor according to the impedance ratio:  

• Set underimpedance starting method to:  
 
to avoid false startings due to ghost impedances (refer to section 4.6.1) 

• With P437, set distance protection loop preferences to phase-ground loops:  
(refer to section 4.1.3) 

012.172 DIST   Meas. start. 1pG PS1 =  PG loops             

012.176 DIST   Meas. start. 2pG PS1 =  PG loops             

012.180 DIST   Meas. start. 3pG PS1 =  PG loops             

• Set zone Z1 to underreach: 

012.001 DIST   X1,PG (polygon)  PS1  = 0.85 XAB  (= 85% of circuit self-reactance) 

Impact of mutual coupling needs not to be considered, as mutual compensation is used. 

002.076 DIST   X1,PP (polygon)  PS1  = 0.85 XAB  (= 85% of circuit self-reactance) 
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• Set extended zone Z1e to overreach:  

The extension factors are multipliers of the actual zone Z1 reach, therefore they have to compensate 
the actual underreach of zone Z1 (which is only a fraction of the line impedaance) and the potential 
increase of the measured fault impedance due to coupling from parallel circuit. 
Commonly used is a safety margin of 20%, i.e. the extended zone reach has to be 1.20 times the 
maximum possible impedance measured for any fault on the protected circuit. 

012.034 DIST   kze,PG HSR       PS1  = 1.40           (= 1.20 
.
 XAB / 0.85 XAB) 

Cases with positive measuring error (examples (A) and (C) above) are relevant to determine the right 
zone reach in multiples of the line positive sequence impedance. 

012.035 DIST   kze,PP HSR       PS1  = 1.40           (= 1.20 XAB / 0.85 XAB) 

• Set zone Z2 to overreach:  

Permissible maximum reach setting depends on the reactance of the shortest adjacent line BC to 
coordinate with upstream distance protection (and to provide maximum back up protection for 
adjacent line). 

012.002 DIST   X2,PG (polygon)  PS1  =  0.85 (XAB + 0.85 XBC) 

002.080 DIST   X2,PP (polygon)  PS1  =  0.85 (XAB + 0.85 XBC) 

 

Protective signaling scheme application should be set up to enable fast fault clearance for faults at the 
remote line end.  The choice of the scheme is up to the characteristics of the signalling channel and the user 
preference. 
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6666 Fault Fault Fault Fault measurands and fault lmeasurands and fault lmeasurands and fault lmeasurands and fault locationocationocationocation    

For fault analysis a multitude of event measurands are calculated and stored in MiCOM P43x 
distance protection devices. With respect to the fault localization, the following measurands and 
setting are most important: 
 
Events/Measured fault data/ 

 004 029 FT_DA  Fault react., prim.    Fault reactance in Ω primary 

 004 028 FT_DA  Fault reactance,sec.   Fault reactance in Ω secondary 

 004 027 FT_DA  Fault locat. percent   Display of the per-unit value of the fault 
location. 

100 % value is specificied by a reference 
quantity set at address 010 012 for 
parameter subset 1 

 004 022 FT_DA  Fault location         Fault location as a function of a reference 
quantity in km, miles etc. which is set at 
address 010 005 for parameter subset 1 

 
 

 
Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 012 FLOC: Line react.  PS1 

This parameter is used to calculate the fault location as percentage value of the line length. The 
calculation is done as follows:  

[ ] [ ]
[ ] %100

120.010tan

280.004tan
270.004 ⋅=

cereacline

cereacmeasured
centperlocationfault  

In this example the first line section A-B has a reactance of 11.7 Ω. 

Example setting: Line reactance = 11.7 Ω 

 
 

Parameter/Parameter Subset 1/ 010 005 FLOC: Line length  PS1 

This parameter is used to calculate the fault location as absolute value in km or miles etc. The 
calculation is done as follows: 

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]050.010

120.010tan

280.004tan
220.004 length

cereacline

cereacmeasured
locationfault ⋅=  

 
Therefore, this parameter contains the relevant information regarding the length (in km, miles, 
etc.) for the reactance of the first line section given at address 010.012. 
In this example the first line section A-B has a length of 50 km. 

Example setting: Line length = 50 km 
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7777 CommissioningCommissioningCommissioningCommissioning    

Please also refer to chapter 9 of operating manual. 
 

 
7.17.17.17.1 GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral    

The following testing instructions refer only to the addresses for parameter subset 1 if settings are 
parameter-subset-specific.  Therefore before starting the tests it is necessary to check the 
display of the active parameter subset. 

The tests are to be carried out for the current settings of the protective device, but the test 
sequences described below are designed so that not only the settings but also the complete 
hardware configuration is tested. 

The continuous loading limits of the measurement inputs must not be exceeded during testing. 

The connections described in Chapter 5 of the operating manual must be checked before testing 
to make sure they are correct.  In addition, the following points should be checked: 

• The secondary connections of the current transformers must be short-circuited before the 
current measuring circuit in the protective device is opened.  When connecting the secondary 
testing device make sure that no other measurands are connected besides those measured by 
the testing device.  

• Interrupt the following command circuits: 
� Trip command to circuit breaker 
� Close command to circuit breaker 

Depending on the particular function it is possible that other externally wired commands or 
signals that can trigger switching commands directly or indirectly (e.g. transmitting, protective 
signaling or circuit breaker failure protection) will have to be interrupted. 
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7.27.27.27.2 Checking the Checking the Checking the Checking the bbbbinary inary inary inary iiiinputsnputsnputsnputs    

Since configuration of the binary inputs is project-specific, only the most important inputs that are 
generally always required will be listed here.  The current status signals and changes in the 
display in the event of a change in the state of an external criterion must be checked: 

Operation/Cyclic measurements/Logical state signals/ 

 004 061 MAIN: m.c.b. trip VLS EXT When the miniature circuit breaker of the 
voltage transformer opens, the displayed 
value changes from 0 to 1. 

 004 064 PSIG: Telecom. faulty EXT A zero is displayed when the communication 
link is undisturbed. 

 004 066 ARC: CB drive ready If the circuit breaker mechanism is ready, the 
value 1 is displayed 

 036 051 ARC: CB closed pos. sign. EXT When the circuit breaker is closed the display 
changes from 0 to 1. 

 
 
 
7.37.37.37.3 Checking the Checking the Checking the Checking the bbbbinary inary inary inary ooooutputsutputsutputsutputs    

All command outputs (trip and reclosing commands, transmitted signal) must be checked in 
direct interaction with the circuit breaker or the remote station in conjunction with later functional 
tests. 

The outputs „MAIN: Blocked/faulty“ and „MON: Warning“ are also checked directly by generating 
the respective signal: 

• Set the device off-line (003.030 = 0).  The yellow LED H3 will light up and the signal „MAIN: 
Blocked/ faulty“ will be present. 

• A warning can be generated by the measuring circuit monitoring feature, for example.  For this 
purpose the measuring circuit monitoring function must be activated and e.g. the peripheral 
signal „MAIN: mcb trip V EXT“ has to be selected as entry into the monitoring signal memory.  
(021.030 SFMON  Fct. assign. warning  = SFMON M.c.b. trip V )  
If the voltage transformer m.c.b. is then deactivated, the LED indicator H1 „Warning“ will light 
up and the monitoring signal „MON: Warning“ will be present. 

 

The rest of the signal circuit wiring configuration can be checked by actuating the respective 
output relays.  For this purpose the test mode must first be activated, the pulse duration with 
which the respective output relay is actuated has to be set, the output relay to be tested has to 
be selected and finally the test triggering has to be initiated.  All parameters are available under 
menu „Operation/Control and testing/OUTP“.  This test can be initiated from the local control 
panel (HMI) – then the password has to be entered and the device must be switched off-line; or 
by using the operating program. 
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7.47.47.47.4 Functional TestsFunctional TestsFunctional TestsFunctional Tests    

7.4.17.4.17.4.17.4.1 Fault detection logicFault detection logicFault detection logicFault detection logic    

To check the fault detector function using a single-phase testing device it is advisable to first 
transfer several important settings from the R-X level to a V-I diagram. 
 

X

R

Xv Z2 Z3

Z4

RVLL    RVLE

Xv*Zr/Zv

Z5

 
Figure 20    Diagram for checking the starting function 

 

U/Unom

I/Inom

U<

Unom

I> I>>

Xv

Z2Z3

Z4

Z5

 
Figure 21   Starting zone in the V-I diagram with impedances from the R-X diagram shown in Figure 17 
 
Using this diagram it is easy to determine the corresponding zone in which undervoltage or 
underimpedance fault detection, for example, is active.  For testing Z< starting (Xfw), for example, 
the test current must be between I> and I>> and the test voltage above V<.   

Correct operation of the fault detection function is checked by way of the contact „036.000 MAIN: 
General starting“ and the phase-selective displays configured on LED indicators. 

In order to minimize the overall test effort, it is sufficient to do the individual tests only for on 
phase/loop, but it should be made shure, that all phases/loops are getting involved in at least one 
test procedure. 
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010 054 DIST: I>>    PS1 

Vtest  = 1.2 V<, angle V/I = 0°, test in phase B 

Increase the test current starting at zero.  Since underimpedance starting is blocked because of 
load masking (assuming no ZfwPP(PG) being used) and undervoltage starting cannot operate 
because Vtest  is greater than V<, starting does not operate until I>>. 
 
010 068 DIST: I> (Ibl) high range PS1 

Vtest  < 0,8 V<, angle V/I= 0°, test in phase A 

Increase the test current starting at a small value until operation.  Operation of underimpedance 
fault detector may only happen due to Zfw,PP (PG).  If IN> is set higher than I>, then there is also 
a ground fault indication via the transfer logic (see address 010.040 „MAIN: Transfer for 1p“) 
when I> is exceeded. 
 
010 069 DIST: V<    PS1 

Set Vtest = Vnom, Itest  higher than  I> and lower than I>>, angle V/I = 0° 

The test voltage is reduced until general starting operates.  Since underimpedance starting is 
blocked because of load masking (assuming no ZfwPP(PG) being used) and I>> is inactive due to 
the level of the test current, operation occurs as the result of undervoltage starting when the 
voltage falls below the set value V<. 
 
010 050 DIST: X,fw  PS1 

Vtest  = 1.2 V<, angle V/I = +90º, loop A-B 

The test current is increased starting at I> until the protective device operates.  Operation of the 
protective device must occur before the test current exceeds I>> (otherwise Xfw does not give 
additional fault criteria).  Operation in this case can only result from Xfw since the test voltage is 
higher than V< (undervoltage starting blocked) and the test current does not exceed overcurrent 
starting I>>.  Using the existing threshold operate value Itest  the operate value Xfw can be 
calculated as follows: 
 

 
test

test
fw

I

V
X

⋅
=

2
 

 
If the setting for Xfw is outside the Xmin and Xmax zones 

       
>>⋅

<
=−

>⋅
=

I

V
X

I

V
X

nom

33
minmax  , 

 
then it is not possible to check the Xfw operate value without changing the settings I>, I>> and V<.   
 
010 053 DIST: Z,bw/Z,fw   PS1 

Vtest  above V<, angle V/I = -90°, loop B-C 

For testing purposes the threshold operate value of Xbw is measured similar to the measurement 

of Xfw (010 050) but in the reverse direction (test angle -90° instead of +90°).  From the ratio of the 
two measured reactances we obtain the value for Zbw/Zfw given above: 

)(

)(
/

,

,

forwardsX

backwardsX
ZZ

measuredfw

measuredfw
fwbw =  
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010 052 DIST: R,fw,PP   PS1 

Vtest  above V<, angle V/I = greater than ß and smaller than arctan(Xfw,P-P/Rfw,P-P), loop C-A 

The test angle ϕtest  is set so that it is larger than the set angle ß and smaller than the limit angle  

ϕL = arctan(Xfw,P-P/Rfw,P-P).  Then the test current is increased starting at I> until starting operates 
(but before I>> is reached).  The relationship between Rfw,P-P and the test current is obtained as 
follows: 

)(cos
2

,

test

PPfw

test

test R

I

V

ϕ
⋅=   or   

2

)(cos
,

test

test

test
PPfw

I

V
R

ϕ
⋅=  

 
010 051 DIST: R,fw PG   PS1 

Vtest  above V<, angle V/I = greater than ß and smaller than arctan(Xfw,P-P/Rfw,P-P), loop B 

When Rfw,P-N is tested the complex ground factor kE must also be considered.  First the 

impedance angle ϕZ  is calculated using the settings for kG: 
 

( )
( )EtestEtest

EtestEtest

Z
k

k

ϕϕϕ

ϕϕϕ
ϕ

−⋅+

−⋅+
=

coscos

sinsin
arctan  

where 

Gk : Setting: D I S T :  A b s .  v a l u e  k G  

Gϕ : Setting: D I S T :  A n g l e  k G  

testϕ : angle between V and I that is set on the testing device 

 

From this formula we can calculate the test current necessary for Rfw,PG to operate: 
 

( ) PGfw

Z

GGG

test
test

Rkk

V
I

,2

)cos(

cos21

ϕ

ϕ
⋅

⋅⋅++
=  

 
010 063 DIST: ß     PS1 

Set Vtest = Vnom, Itest  greater than I> and smaller than I>>, loop B-C 

Load masking is tested in two steps similar to under-impedance starting testing.  In the first step 

the angular position of the test quantities is set to be approximately 5° greater than the set angle 
β.  Therefore operation in this case must occur via underimpedance starting (Rfw,PP).  In the 

second step the test angle ϕtest is set to be approximately 5° smaller than ß.  Thus when the 
current Itest  is increased, starting does not occur until Zfw,PP or I>> is reached. 
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010 056 DIST: VNG>    PS1 

Itest = 0, angle V/I = 0°, Vtest = 0 

To test VNG> one must keep in mind that operation of the signal „036 004 MAIN: Starting GF,“ 
which is normally configured for an LED indicator or an output relay, is only possible in 
connection with phase starting.  For test purposes, however, the separate signal “036.021 DIST: 
Zero sequ. start“ can be used.   

In the case of an impedance-grounded neutral point a ground fault can be detected by the 
criterion VNG> OR IN>.  Therefore the test current is set here at zero.  For other starpoint-
grounding conditions, single-phase current needs to be injected at 2 * IN>. 

The test voltage is increased until zero-sequence starting operates.   

Note:   
When testing VNG> make sure that geometric addition of the three phase-to-ground voltages does 

not lead to operation until the single-phase test voltage exceeds √3*VNG>. 

 
010 055 DIST: IN>    PS1 

Itest = 0, angle V/I = 0°, Vtest = 0 

When testing IN> one must make sure that operation of the signal „036.004 DIST: Starting GF“ 
which is normally configured for an LED indicator or an output relay, is only possible in 
connection with phase starting.  For test purposes, however, the separate signal “036.021 DIST: 
Zero sequ. starting“ can be used.  

In the case of an impedance-grounded neutral point a ground fault can be detected by the 
criterion VNG> OR IN>.  Therefore the test current is set here at zero.  For other starpoint-
grounding conditions, single-phase current needs to be injected at 2 * IN>. 

The test current is increased, starting at zero, until zero-sequence starting operates.   
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